Histone deacetylase inhibition suppresses myogenin-dependent atrogene activation in spinal muscular atrophy mice
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Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an autosomal recessive neuromuscular disease caused by mutations in the survival of motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene and deficient expression of the ubiquitously expressed SMN protein. Pathologically, SMA is characterized by motor neuron loss and severe muscle atrophy. During muscle atrophy, the E3 ligase atrogenes, atrogin-1 and muscle ring finger 1 (MuRF1), mediate muscle protein breakdown through the ubiquitin proteasome system. Atrogene expression can be induced by various upstream regulators. During acute denervation, they are activated by myogenin, which is in turn regulated by histone deacetylases 4 and 5. Here we show that atrogenes are induced in SMA model mice and in SMA patient muscle in association with increased myogenin and histone deacetylase-4 (HDAC4) expression. This activation during both acute denervation and SMA disease progression is suppressed by treatment with a histone deacetylase inhibitor; however, this treatment has no effect when atrogene induction occurs independently of myogenin. These results indicate that myogenin-dependent atrogene induction is amenable to pharmacological intervention with histone deacetylase inhibitors and help to explain the beneficial effects of these agents on SMA and other denervating diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a neuromuscular disorder characterized by loss of motor neurons and skeletal muscle weakness and atrophy. SMA is caused by deficient expression of the survival motor of neuron (SMN) protein due to a deletion or other mutations in the SMN1 gene (1). A nearly identical gene, SMN2, is retained in SMA patients. SMN1 primarily produces a full-length SMN transcript, while SMN2 primarily produces an alternatively spliced isoform lacking exon 7 (2,3). Nonetheless, increased SMN2 copy number ameliorates SMA disease severity in a dose-dependent fashion (4–6). SMA model mice, which are null for the endogenous mouse Smn gene, but express the human SMN2 transgene (‘delta 7’ mice) show progressive weakness, decreased motor neuron number, low body weight and an average lifespan of just 13 days (7). Treatment of SMA mice with the histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA) improves body weight, life span, myofiber number and myofiber cross-sectional area (8). Beneficial effects of TSA on survival, muscle mass and motor function have also been shown in a mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (9). TSA has been shown to modestly increase SMN expression (8,10,11), but as an HDAC inhibitor it may also inhibit HDAC4 activity, which has been shown to modulate the expression of genes involved in muscle atrophy. We hypothesized that TSA improves SMA muscle pathology, in part, by inhibiting this muscle atrophy pathway.

Muscle atrophy occurs in a variety of denervating diseases (12) and with disuse (13). During atrophy, muscle protein is degraded through the ubiquitin proteasome pathway (14). Expression of genes encoding the skeletal muscle-specific E3...
ligases atrogin-1 and muscle ring finger 1 (MuRF1), referred to as atrogenes, is increased in atrophy models, including fasting and glucocorticoid treatment, as well as denervation (15). MuRF1 and atrogin-1 null mice are resistant to loss of muscle mass after denervation (15).

Upregulation of the atrogenes is mediated by multiple pathways, including reduction in the activity of the PI3K/Akt signaling cascade, which activates the FoxO1/3 transcription factors (16,17). MuRF1 upregulation in tumor-bearing mice is mediated by the transcription factor NF-κB, which is activated by tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and other pro-inflammatory cytokines (18). In atrophy due to acute denervation, atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression is regulated in part by HDACs and myogenin. Following denervation, HDAC4 is upregulated and suppresses the expression of Dach2, a transcription factor and a repressor of the myogenin promoter (19,20). Myogenin is a muscle-specific transcription factor essential for muscle development (21). Myogenin expression increases following denervation via increased HDAC4 and decreased Dach2 expression (19). Myogenin, in turn, positively regulates HDAC4 expression following denervation, creating a positive feedback loop. Atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression and muscle atrophy following denervation are attenuated in myogenin-null mice (22,23). While these studies modeled neurogenic atrophy by severing the sciatic nerve, it remains to be determined whether (i) this pathway is conserved in a chronic motor neuron disease such as SMA and (ii) myogenin expression can be pharmacologically modulated to abrogate atrogin induction.

In this study, we demonstrate that the muscle-specific E3 ligases atrogin-1 and MuRF1 are upregulated in a cellular model of muscle atrophy and in the muscle of SMA mice and patients. We provide evidence that myogenin mediates induction of these atrogenes, and that TSA inhibits their upregulation. Thus, it is likely that this HDAC inhibitor mitigates SMA disease manifestations by inhibition of atrogin upregulation in addition to upregulation of SMN expression.

RESULTS

Atrogin-1 and MuRF1 are upregulated in SMA mouse muscle and reduced by TSA treatment

We and others have previously shown that myofibers are severely reduced in size in multiple muscles of SMA mice at the end-stage of disease, postnatal day 13 (P13), but not at P5 (8,24,25). In order to evaluate whether atrogenes are induced in SMA mice and whether this activation can be inhibited by HDAC inhibition, we treated a cohort of mice with either TSA (10 mg/kg) or vehicle (dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO) and extracted RNA from total hindlimb muscles. The expression of atrogin-1 and MuRF1 was increased by ~20-fold and 6-fold, respectively, in SMA mice compared with phenotypically normal heterozygous littermates at P13 (Fig. 1A). As we have also previously shown that a 16% decrease in myofiber size occurs specifically between P9 and P13 in the tibialis anterior muscle of SMA mice (24), we further characterized the timing of atrogene induction. The atrogenes were similarly expressed in SMA mice and healthy littermates at P9, however they were significantly upregulated in SMA mice at P11 (Fig. 1A). Western blot analysis confirmed that increased atrogene gene expression was accompanied by increased protein expression (Fig. 1B). Thus, atrogin induction corresponds temporally with the onset of muscle atrophy as well as with the onset of weight loss in these mice (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1) (8).

Treatment with TSA significantly inhibited atrogin-1 and MuRF1 activation at both P11 and P13 (Fig. 1A and B).

TSA reduces atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression and inhibits protein breakdown in C2C12 cells

To examine the molecular mechanisms by which HDAC inhibition may suppress atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression, we treated C2C12 myotubes with dexamethasone (10 μM), TSA (50 nm) or a combination of TSA and dexamethasone for 24 h. A synthetic glucocorticoid, dexamethasone, promotes protein breakdown and induces atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression in myotube cultures (16) and adult mouse muscle (26). We found that atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression in the C2C12 myotubes was increased with dexamethasone treatment and that this effect was blocked by TSA (Fig. 2A). To determine whether this was due to decreased transcription at the promoter, we transfected C2C12 myoblasts with reporter constructs containing the atrogin-1 and MuRF1 promoters upstream of luciferase and quantified luciferase expression in the presence or absence of TSA. TSA blocked atrogin-1 and MuRF1 promoter activity in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, TSA did not affect atrogin promoter activity when the reporters were expressed in a non-muscle cell line human embryonic kidney cell line, HEK-293T, suggesting that the effect of TSA may be mediated by muscle-specific factors (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2). The structurally unrelated HDAC inhibitor valproic acid also reduced atrogin-1 and MuRF1 promoter reporter expression in C2C12 cells, indicating that atrogin downregulation was likely not due to an off-target effect of TSA (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3).

The maintenance of muscle mass is controlled by a balance between protein synthesis and protein degradation, which shifts toward protein degradation during atrophy. Atrogene expression stimulates proteosomal and autophagic/lysosomal proteolysis (27). We therefore tested whether TSA inhibits muscle protein degradation. After bulk labeling cellular proteins in myotubes with [3H]tyrosine for 20 h, the rate of degradation of long-lived proteins was measured in C2C12 myotubes after treatment with dexamethasone (10 μM), TSA (50 nm), both TSA and dexamethasone or vehicle alone. Treatment with dexamethasone stimulated overall proteolysis compared with vehicle-treated myotubes (Fig. 2C). However, after 18 h, TSA inhibited the increase in dexamethasone-induced proteolysis. Together, these data indicate that TSA suppresses the induction of atrogin-1 and MuRF1 and inhibits muscle protein breakdown in cultured myotubes.

TSA modulates atrogenes by reducing myogenin expression

Myogenin is upregulated in skeletal muscle following acute denervation and in turn increases the expression of MuRF1 and atrogin-1 (22,23). Reducing myogenin in mice abrogates...
the expression of atrogin-1 and MuRF1 following denervation and slows muscle atrophy. Thus, myogenin plays a dual role as both an inducer of neurogenic atrophy and a regulator of muscle development [reviewed by (28)]. We thus sought to determine whether the decreased expression of atrogin-1 and MuRF1 levels with TSA is associated with reduction of myogenin. We found that myogenin mRNA expression and protein levels were modestly increased in C2C12 myotubes treated with dexamethasone and this was inhibited by co-administration of TSA (Fig. 3A and B). HDAC4 is upregulated in skeletal muscle upon denervation and represses the expression of Dach2, a negative regulator of myogenin (19). We examined Dach2 levels in myotubes and found that Dach2 expression is indeed increased in the presence of TSA (Fig. 3C). Thus, in C2C12 myotubes, TSA suppresses the expression of myogenin, MuRF1 and atrogin-1, and upregulates the expression of the repressor, Dach2.

We also examined the expression of the upstream myogenin-negative regulator Dach2 at P9 and P11 in SMA muscle. Dach2 levels were unchanged at P9 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4), but ~150-fold lower in vehicle-treated SMA mice compared with heterozygous littermates at P11 (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, treatment with TSA resulted in ~12-fold and 2-fold increases in Dach2 expression at P9 and P11, respectively (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4 and Fig. 4B). HDAC4 expression was increased in SMA mice compared with heterozygous littermates at P11 (Fig. 4C). TSA treatment did not decrease HDAC4 transcript levels, suggesting that TSA results in increased Dach2 expression by inhibiting HDAC4 activity rather than its expression.

We next examined whether myogenin was directly interacting with the promoters of the atrogene to induce their expression in SMA muscle. E boxes (CANNTG) that mediate myogenin binding are located in the promoters for FBXO32 (atrogin-1) (−79 bp) and TRIM63 (MuRF1) (−143 bp, −66 bp, −44 bp) (22). We examined the binding of myogenin to the endogenous MuRF1 and atrogin-1 promoters by performing chromatin immunoprecipitation assays using chromatin extracts from P11 hindlimb muscles. Chromatin was immunoprecipitated with antibodies against either myogenin or immunoglobulin G as a control. We found increased association of myogenin with the endogenous atrogin-1 and MuRF1 promoters in chromatin extracts from vehicle-treated SMA mice compared with heterozygous littermates (Fig. 4D); however, little association was observed in SMA mice treated with TSA. Together, these data suggest that myogenin directly activates atrogene expression in SMA muscle via transactivation of the atrogene promoters. Furthermore, myogenin activation in SMA possibly occurs as a consequence of increased HDAC4 and reduced Dach2 expression and this can be inhibited by HDAC inhibitors.
HDAC inhibition suppresses myogenin-dependent, but not myogenin-independent atrogene induction

Because the atrogene expression can be induced by fasting, and SMA mice likely have inadequate nutrition at the end-stage of disease (11,30,31), we examined whether TSA is capable of repressing atrogene induction that occurs during fasting. Wild-type mice were treated with 10 mg/kg of TSA daily for 3 days, and then food was removed and the animals were sacrificed 18 h later. Atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression was markedly increased in the fasting mice, but this effect was not blocked by TSA treatment (Fig. 5A). Importantly, myogenin expression was also not induced in the fasting mice, indicating that during starvation atrogene activation...
occurs independently of myogenin (Fig. 5B). We next examined the effects of TSA on mice with acute denervation atrophy as in this context atrogene induction is myogenin and HDAC4/5 dependent (19,20,22,23). Wild-type mice were treated with 10 mg/kg of TSA daily for 3 days before and 3 days after sciatic nerve transection. The sciatic nerve of the contralateral leg was left intact and used as a control. Increased myogenin, atrogin-1 and MuRF1 expression in the denervated muscle was almost completely inhibited by TSA treatment (Fig. 5C and D). Together these data highlight that atrogene induction can occur via distinct upstream mechanisms, and that TSA specifically inhibits the myogenin-dependent pathway.

The atrogenes and myogenin are induced in human SMA muscle

To verify that myogenin-dependent atrogene activation is relevant to SMA in humans, we examined the expression of the atrogenes in the iliopsoas, a severely affected muscle, and the diaphragm, a relatively spared muscle, in type I SMA patients and age-matched controls (Fig. 6A). Atrogin-1, MuRF1, myogenin and HDAC4 were all significantly upregulated in SMA iliopsoas muscle, but unchanged in the diaphragm (Fig. 6B). These data are consistent with increased HDAC4 activity leading to increased expression of myogenin and upregulation of atrogenes in SMA human muscle (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we show that the atrogenes atrogin-1 and MuRF1 are activated in muscle isolated from both mice and human patients with the motor neuron disease SMA. This induction is associated with increased expression of the upstream regulators, HDAC4 and myogenin, which is consistent with the pattern of gene activation previously observed during acute denervation-induced muscle atrophy (22,23). Importantly, this induction during both acute denervation and chronic SMA is markedly suppressed by the HDAC inhibitor TSA. In contrast, TSA does not suppress atrogene activation during fasting-induced muscle atrophy, which we show to occur independently of myogenin. These experiments highlight the distinct upstream pathways that regulate atrogene induction and show that myogenin-dependent atrogene activation may be suppressed pharmacologically with HDAC inhibitors. Thus, these drugs may have therapeutic relevance in multiple denervating disorders.

SMA mice show a profound reduction in the total muscle cross-sectional area and myofiber diameter at the end-stage of disease (8,24). Although specific muscle groups show structural denervation of neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) (32), the NMJ endplates of many muscles retain presynaptic terminals (24,25,33). Nonetheless, detailed structural analysis has revealed presynaptic neurofilament accumulations and reduced synaptic vesicle densities in most SMA NMJs and

---

Figure 3. TSA treatment modulates myogenin and Dach2 expression in C2C12 myotubes. C2C12 cells were treated with DMSO, dexamethasone (Dex, 10 μM) and/or TSA (50 nM). qRT-PCR analysis of myogenin (A) and Dach2 (C) expression (n = 4, experiments per treatment). Western blot analysis of myogenin (B) protein levels (n = 3, experiments per treatment). Quantification of western data is shown in the lower panel. Values represent mean ± SEM (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01).
Electrophysiological analysis has shown abnormalities of synaptic vesicle release. Furthermore, central synaptic inputs to motor neurons are also abnormal in SMA mice (32,34), and this may have downstream consequences for NMJ function. Myofiber atrophy is likely activated in SMA muscle once these functional NMJ abnormalities reach a critical threshold, without the requirement for complete structural denervation of muscle. Here we show that the atrogenes are induced at P11 in SMA mice, which corresponds well with the time period of decreasing muscle size (24) and weight loss. Importantly, this induction is near completely suppressed by treatment with the HDAC inhibitor TSA. We had previously shown that TSA improved the survival and motor function of SMA mice. Interestingly, we observed a significant improvement in muscle and myofiber size without a change in motor neuron numbers (8). Although TSA modestly increases SMN expression, we suspected that TSA may have independent beneficial effects on muscle. The current study indicates that suppression of myogenin-dependent atrogene induction with TSA is likely an important mechanism mitigating muscle atrophy in SMA mice.

Atrogin-1 and MuRF1 are induced in multiple models of skeletal muscle atrophy. While atrogin-1 targets transcription factors important for muscle growth and differentiation for degradation, MuRF1 mediates the degradation of structural proteins such as myosin heavy chain proteins (MyHC), myosin light chains 1 and 2, myosin binding protein C, muscle creatine kinase and other myofibrillar proteins (35–39). Together, these enzymes play essential roles in the loss of muscle mass. The transcription factor myogenin induces the atrogenes by binding their promoters and activating transcription. TSA prevents induction of atrogenes by modulating the upstream regulators of myogenin expression, HDAC4 and Dach2. HDAC4 inhibits the expression of Dach2, which represses myogenin expression. We show here that HDAC4 is induced at P11 in SMA model mice, and this is associated with a marked

Figure 4. Expression of myogenin is increased in SMA mice, and this effect is abrogated by TSA. (A) Mice were treated starting at P5 with either vehicle (DMSO) or TSA (10 mg/kg) daily and sacrificed at P9, P11 or P13. Muscle tissue was harvested and RNA isolated for qRT-PCR analysis of myogenin levels. (B and C) Mice were treated starting at P5 with either vehicle (DMSO) or TSA (10 mg/kg) daily and sacrificed at P11. Muscle tissue was harvested and RNA isolated for qRT-PCR analysis of Dach2 and HDAC4 levels. (D) Mice were treated starting at P5 with either vehicle (DMSO) or TSA (10 mg/kg) daily and sacrificed at P11. Muscle tissue was harvested and chromatin was isolated for ChIP analysis of myogenin association with atrogin-1 and MuRF1 promoters. Values represent the mean ± SEM. (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01).
reduction in the expression of Dach2. While TSA did not alter the expression of HDAC4 in TSA-treated mice, Dach2 expression was increased 2-fold, suggesting that TSA likely exerts its effect through HDAC4 inhibition rather than altering HDAC4 expression. Nevertheless, treatment with TSA almost completely blocked induction of myogenin in SMA mice, with only a modest increase in Dach2 levels. While it is possible that a 2-fold induction of Dach2 is sufficient to block induction of myogenin, it is likely that TSA affects other myogenin modulators. Identification of these potential modulators could provide additional therapeutic targets.

In this study, we also showed the relevance of this atrophy pathway to the human disease by examining atrogene and myogenin expression in human muscle samples isolated from type I SMA patients. We found upregulated expression of these genes in a clinically and pathologically severely affected muscle, the iliopsoas, but little induction in a relatively spared muscle, the diaphragm. Our data contrast with a previous study in which type I and type III SMA patient muscle biopsy samples were examined by microarray and quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). Downregulation of atrogin-1 expression was found in SMA patients (40). Expression changes in MuRF1 were not reported in this study. The difference in atrogin-1 expression levels in the two studies could be attributed to the different muscles examined and the stage of the disease when the muscle was collected. Iliopsoas and diaphragm muscles used in this study were collected at autopsy, while the muscle samples used by Millino et al. came from biopsies of the quadriceps muscles of type I and type III patients. It is possible that the atrogene were not yet induced at the time of biopsy, since atrogene induction occurs late in the SMA mice.

While motor neuron loss is central to SMA disease pathogenesis, therapeutic targeting of muscle may provide benefits to SMA patients. Previous studies in SMA mice investigated the effect of factors known to regulate muscle growth, such as myostatin, an inhibitor of muscle growth, and follistatin, an inhibitor of myostatin. Both genetic and therapeutic interventions to modulate these growth factors have not improved muscle mass or the overall SMA phenotype (41–43). These approaches focused on muscle growth and protein synthesis to improve the disease phenotype. However, muscle maintenance is a balance between protein synthesis induced by growth factors and protein breakdown. Targeting protein synthesis without inhibiting atrophy-related protein breakdown may be insufficient to improve the disease phenotype. Thus, modulating expression of critical genes in the atrophic pathway may represent a strategy for mitigating atrophy in SMA and perhaps other denervating diseases. Recently, a MuRF1 inhibitor (P013222) was identified with an E3 ligase screening platform (44). This small molecule selectively inhibits MuRF1 auto-ubiquitination and ubiquitination of MyHC in a cellular atrophy model. If inhibiting MuRF1 in an animal model slows muscle wasting, then this would help to validate it as a therapeutic target for denervating diseases.

Considerable research has been done with animal models to investigate the role and regulation of atrogin-1 and MuRF1 under muscle wasting conditions, yet few investigations have shown that these pathways are conserved under human conditions of muscle atrophy. The gap in knowledge...
Figure 6. Atrophy-related genes are activated in the iliopsoas muscle, but not in the diaphragm muscle isolated from type I SMA patients. (A) Toluidine-blue stained muscle cross sections show severe muscle atrophy in the iliopsoas (right), a clinically severely affected muscle, but not in the diaphragm (left), a clinically relatively spared muscle. (B) RNA isolated from muscle tissues for qRT-PCR analysis of atrogin-1, MuRF1, myogenin and HDAC4. Values represent the mean ± SEM. (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01).
between atrogin-1 and MuRF1 regulation in animal and human models of skeletal muscle atrophy makes it difficult to fully assess the validity of atrogenes as potential therapeutic targets. In this study, we approached the molecular mechanisms underlying muscle atrophy in SMA mice and patients. Expression of the muscle-specific E3 ligases is increased in SMA muscle, and this is at least partly myogenin-dependent. We show that the HDAC4-Dach2-myogenin pathway can be pharmacologically targeted to suppress atrogene induction and muscle protein breakdown. TSA likely improves the SMA phenotype not only by increasing SMN gene expression, but also by attenuating myogenin expression and inhibiting muscle atrophy.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Mouse treatment**

Experiments were approved by the National Institute for Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) Animal Care and Use Committee. An SMA mouse breeder colony was maintained as described in (8). Treated SMA mice were given intraperitoneal injections of 10 mg/kg TSA (Enzo) in DMSO beginning on postnatal day 5 (P5). Daily injections were continued until mice were sacrificed at P9, P11 or P13. Control animals received equal volumes of vehicle alone. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Distal hindlimb muscle was isolated and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissues were stored at −80°C and thawed before RNA or protein isolation. Adult wild-type littermates of SMA mice were used for starvation and denervation studies. For starvation studies, the mice were given TSA (as described above) 2 days, 1 day and immediately before food removal. The mice were deprived of solid food for 18 h, but given free access to water. For denervation studies, the mice were given TSA (as described above) 2 days and 1 day before denervation surgery and on the day of surgery. In anesthetized mice, fur covering the lower back and proximal thigh was removed. An incision was made near the sciatic notch. The facia was cut and the hamstring and gluteal muscles separated to reveal the sciatic nerve. In one leg, a 1 cm long piece of the sciatic nerve was removed. The other leg remained innervated and served as a control. The incision was closed with sutures. Postoperative mice were given either TSA or DMSO 1, 2 and 3 days after surgery and sacrificed on the third day.

**Cell culture**

C2C12 myoblasts were grown to confluency in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics and differentiated for 4 days in DMEM with 10% horse serum and antibiotics. Cells were treated with 50 nM TSA in DMSO, 10 μM dexamethasone (Sigma) in ethanol or both for 24 h and then collected for RNA isolation. Control cells received vehicle only. HEK 293T cells were grown in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics.

**RNA isolation**

Total RNA was isolated from muscle tissue and C2C12 cells using Trizol (Invitrogen), and the RNeasy kit (Qiagen) was used to purify the RNA following the manufacturer’s instructions. One microgram RNA was converted to complementary DNA (cDNA) using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems), following manufacturer’s
instructions. Gene expression was determined by qRT-PCR using TaqMan and SYBR Green reagents (Applied Biosystems). Primers are listed in the Supplementary Table. Transcript levels were quantified by threshold cycle values using phosphoglycerate kinase 1 as a control. For each gene, the values were normalized to vehicle-treated, unaffected animals or cells. For patient samples, the values were normalized to unaffected controls.

Western blot
C2C12 cells were lysed in 1% NP-40, 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8), 150 mM NaCl and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) on ice for 10 min. The lysates were centrifuged at 4°C for 10 min and the supernatants were collected. Protein concentration was determined using the BCA Protein Assay kit (Pierce) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Protein extraction from hindlimb muscle was done as previously described (10). Protein lysates (100 μg for C2C12 cells, 50 μg for mouse muscle) were resolved by SDS PAGE (10%) and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. The membranes were blocked in 5% milk and probed with mouse anti-myogenin (1:500; clone F5D, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), rabbit anti-atrogin 1 (1:1000, ECM Biosciences), rabbit anti-MuRF1 (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and mouse anti-alpha tubulin (1:3000, Sigma).

Luciferase assay
C2C12 cell transfections were performed using GenJet Ver. III (SignaGen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. HEK 293T cell transfections were performed using FuGENE (Roche) following the manufacturer’s directions. The reporter plasmid, either atrogin-1 (Dr Stewart Lecker, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center) or MuRF1 (Dr. Eric Olson, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center) was used in a ratio of 5:1 with a pGL4-TK Renilla luciferase plasmid (Promega). Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells were treated for an additional 24 h with 10 nM, 50 nM, 100 nM, 200 nM or 500 nM TSA in DMSO or 0.5 mM, 2.5 mM or 12.5 mM valproic acid (Sigma) in water. Control cells received vehicle only. Following treatment, the cells were collected and luciferase assays were performed using the Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay system (Promega) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Protein breakdown assay
C2C12 cells were grown for 3 days in differentiation media, DMEM, with 10% horse serum and antibiotics. The media was supplemented with [1-3,5,2H]tyrosine (5 μCi/ml, PerkinElmer) for an additional 22 h. The cells were then washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and returned to differentiation media with 50 nM TSA in DMSO, 10 μM dexamethasone in ethanol or both. Control cells received vehicle only. 200 μl aliquots of media were taken at 0, 1, 3, 9, 18 and 24 h for quantification of [1-3,5,2H]tyrosine release. Protein precipitation and radioactivity measurement were done as previously described (45).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
Flash frozen hindlimb muscle was minced on ice and fixed in 1% formaldehyde/PBS for 20 min and then quenched with glycine. Samples were centrifuged and washed twice in PBS with protease inhibitors. The cells were lysed and chromatin isolated using the EZ Magna ChIP A kit (Millipore) following the manufacturer’s directions. Anti-myogenin antibody (M-225x, Santa Cruz) was used to immunoprecipitate the chromatin fragments. Primers for amplifying atrogin-1 and MuRF1 promoters were described previously (22).

Patient tissue
Diaphragm and iliopsoas muscle tissues were obtained from autopsies of type I SMA patients (n = 3) or age-matched controls (n = 2) (NICHD Brain and Tissue Bank for Developmental Disorders at the University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA). Cross sections of muscle were stained with toluidine-blue.

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as the mean ± the standard error of the mean. t-Tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 5 software (GraphPad Software) with a significance set at P < 0.05.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is available at HMG online.
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